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With GE’s advanced DCS steam cycle solution, you’ll be up 

and running rapidly—delivering increased operational efficiency

and consistency, and improved boiler safety. 

With increasing pressure to improve 

operational performance, meet environ-

mental regulations, and overcome rising 

energy costs, optimizing power produc-

tion has become a key focus for utilities 

and industrial operators. 

An integral component of power pro-

duction is how well your boiler runs. 

Increasing your operating consistency 

requires advanced technology capabili-

ties that provide the utmost control and 

precision while maintaining safety and 

minimizing environmental impacts. In 

addition, rapid solution implementation 

along with ongoing operational savings 

provides a key advantage in today’s  

competitive business environment. 

A trusted partner

GE Intelligent Platforms understands 

your needs. Combining deep industry 

expertise and over 30 years of proven 

experience in advanced control systems 

for steam cycle solutions, we understand 

what it takes to make your boilers run 

better, so your turbines run better, so 

your plant runs better. Every day, our 

solutions are helping businesses around 

the world gain a sustainable advantage, 

and we’re ready to help you. Our team of 

engineers and qualified solution providers 

can implement a solution to meet your 

specific needs.  

A complete, integrated solution

Set apart from other offerings, GE’s 

steam cycle solution combines proven 

and comprehensive capabilities, providing 

coordinated control of your boiler, boiler 

auxiliaries, and turbine auxiliaries—along 

with preconfigured, customizable control 

strategies and screens, as well as ser-

vices—to handle every aspect of your process 

for better, faster, more consistent results.

Maximizing uptime with rapid 
time to solution

A key advantage of our steam cycle  

solution is the speed of implementation,  

which means you can be up and oper-

ating quickly. We understand that 

maximizing uptime is critical to your 

production and bottom line, and our 

solution helps both new and older plants 

significantly decrease the engineering 

and installation times associated with 

solution implementation.

Optimize your steam
cycle operations 

Rugged SyStemS

Enabling efficient,  
consistent operations

While traditional DCS solutions provide 

control of steam cycle plants, opera-

tor intervention can decrease a boiler’s 

output, timing, and safety. With GE’s 

steam cycle solution, you can leverage 

automated tools to increase operational 

consistency and optimize your key per-

formance indicators—enabling you to 

become a world-class generator. 

Key benefits of GE’s steam  
cycle solution:

• Faster time to solution

• Increased efficiency

• Improved safety

• Greater reliability

• Enhanced emissions compliance 

• Reduced operator intervention

Delivering proven results such as: 

 
Up to 50-80% faster system implementation

   Up to 5% reduced fuel usage

 

    Up to 30% increased productivity



GE’s innovative, proven technologies and deep domain

knowledge can help you drive operational excellence and 

safety for maximum power production. 

Gain new efficiencies
to stay ahead

With cost and efficiency serving as key 

drivers behind any capital investment 

decision, you need a reliable, high-performance 

solution that delivers maximum productivity 

across your steam cycle operations. 

Our advanced solution offers the flex-

ibility and control required to address 

conventional fuels as well as the complex 

challenges associated with the variability 

of biomass fuel sources, providing the ability 

to quickly compensate for fuel variability 

changes with minimal upset to your processes. 

 

Comprehensive, real-time 
control capabilities

You can rely on our deep domain expertise 

and complete, advanced control strategies for:

 

• Combustion control – Ensure smooth and

consistent steam production with fossil

fuels and biomass fuels by handling variations

in the quality and moisture content

of fuels with our advanced BTU combustion

compensation algorithms, which help

maximize combustion efficiency with 

advanced CO/O
2 Trim and reduce emissions.

• Feedwater control – Prevent boiler damage

by maintaining the proper water levels

(avoiding low water conditions), which

could damage your boiler, or worse yet,

cause an explosion. Our solution’s

advanced pressure compensation can

quickly react to changing demand loads

on the boiler, which can cause level 

changes as the water expands and contracts

with pressure swings in the boiler. 

• Burner management – Increase safety

with careful tuning and precise control at

all steps such as purging the furnace

before fuel firing and automated burner

sequencing, including pilot and main flame

light-offs, to avoid repeat purging and

re-initiation of the start-up sequence.  

• Automatic blowdown – Minimize chemical

usage while sustaining maximum BTU 

levels when maintaining your boiler to 

remove scale, reduce corrosion, remove 

suspended solids and maximize service life. 
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Advanced Control to  
Achieve Optimum Efficiency

System Monitors and Controls  
Excess Air and Combustibles 

• Optimize Fuel Usage
• Maximize Safety
• Reduce Stack Emissions



Consistent, efficient and safe 
steam cycle performance
Improve your productivity and quality while minimizing energy

consumption with our comprehensive advanced DCS, built to

meet the changing demands placed on steam cycle plants. 

Whether you’re using conventional fossil 

fuels or biomass/waste fuels, GE’s steam 

cycle solution efficiently handles the 

characteristics of varying fuel sources, 

including natural gas, oil, coal, dual fuel, 

biomass and waste to energy. It automati-

cally correlates steam demand, air flow, 

fuel density, and other parameters to 

ensure productive and safe processing—

delivering the capabilities you need for 

optimum efficiency.

Leverage 50-80% faster implementation
time with customizable, preconfigured
templates
 
You can maximize uptime from the start 

with rapid time to solution, a key competitive 

advantage. GE’s steam cycle solution 

enables fast and easy control strategy 

design—saving you significant engineering 

time and development costs—with its unique 

Boiler Bookshelf, a collection of preconfigured 

templates with complete control strategies 

and screens that can easily be tailored to 

your specific system needs. 

With reusable and configurable objects, 

it contains libraries representing control 

strategies, control elements and visualization 

elements—enabling you to manually 

instance and tie objects in the libraries 

together to form complete, customized 

applications quickly with simple user  

interfaces, without the need to reprogram 

your solution. 

Stabilize biomass and waste to
energy combustion for consistent  
steam production
  

With our steam cycle solution, you can 

address varying conditions, monitoring 

and responding to process upsets and 

compensating quickly to address changes 

in steam, pressure, airflow, and other  

critical parameters that affect performance 

efficiency and environmental impact. 

You can better control your process with 

the solution’s unique drum-level control 

algorithms, which automatically respond 

to varying steam loads and pressure 

variations. By preempting the need for 

manual operator intervention, GE’s steam 

cycle solution ensures that your boiler 

delivers consistent steam flow to your

turbines for optimum power output. 

With GE’s Boiler Bookshelf, you can significantly 
cut solution implementation time and avoid 
development delays—increasing your uptime 
and profitability.



Increase boiler efficiency to optimize
performance at lower costs

By leveraging the solution’s advanced 

combustion control algorithms, you can 

apply a high level of precision and accuracy,

which is imperative for efficient boiler 

operations. The solution allows real-time 

control to ensure uniform loading of fuel 

sources, greater uniformity in air flow,

and more efficient, reliable combustion.

Experience the key advantages
of GE’s steam cycle solution:

6 uptime – Pre-configured programming
templates for rapid implementation 

6 Operational excellence – Ability to
drive continual improvements by
delivering actionable insight

6 Security – Unique drum-level control
algorithms to avoid catastrophes

6 Innovation – Advanced DCS capabilities
    and monitoring and control software

6 Scalability – Flexible architecture that
allows easy expansion to meet future needs

To learn more about how you can optimize your steam cycle operations with 
GE’s advanced DCS steam cycle control solution, visit www.ge-ip.com/steam_cycle

You can easily measure and analyze com-

bustion and emissions with the solution’s 

powerful historian and real-time capabilities. 

It delivers a holistic view of your efficiency 

metrics and provides actionable insight to 

help you make decisions that maximize the 

level of energy production while reducing 

fuel usage.

Improve operational safety and uptime
by maintaining proper water and fuel levels  

Our advanced solution can immediately 

sense when a feeder is off-loaded and 

compensates by adjusting the speed of

the other feeders to stabilize the process 

as well as the feed water and other elements. 

It automatically controls the valves to 

stabilize appropriate water levels and to 

maintain fuels at the correct burn rates, 

protecting against boiler explosions and 

other catastrophes.   

You can also leverage the solution’s predictive 

analytic capabilities to minimize downtime. 

The solution performs heat balance for your 

system—monitoring the heat going in and 

heat going out—accounting for losses and

extraction. If an event falls outside of known

parameters, an alarm can trigger workflows

to help operators troubleshoot an issue—

preventing problems before they occur.

Enhance control system reliability,
flexibility and scalability

Delivering a robust high availability control 

platform, GE’s steam cycle solution provides

powerful controller redundancy and network

redundancy to virtually eliminate system 

failure. If any part of your system fails, its 

backup counterpart automatically assumes

control, ensuring that any process continues

without costly production losses.

The solution’s open technologies allow

for easy integration and connectivity with

disparate systems—enabling you to visualize

and integrate all your power plant sup-

porting equipment into a facility view. 

Furthermore, you can easily expand the 

solution to meet your future needs for growth

due to its flexible, scalable architecture.



Highly Reliable Steam Cycle Operations
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To help you optimize the operation of your boiler, our solution 

standardizes and automates your processes—minimizing the 

need for manual operator intervention—and simplifies system 

maintenance and training with extensive diagnostic and trouble-

shooting tools. 
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GE’s advanced DCS steam cycle solution encompasses our 

proven Proficy* software and provides the flexibility to select 

the controller and I/O solutions that meet your needs.



Increasing your production efficiency,
GE’s solution enables consistent steam
flow to your turbines for optimum 
power output by automatically 
responding to varying demand loads 
and controlling flow and pressure levels. 

To comply with emissions regulations 
and reduce your environmental footprint, 
you can easily capture, measure, and 
analyze combustion factors and emis-
sions levels with the solution’s powerful 
historian and real-time capabilities. 

To enhance decision making in real time, you can leverage the solution’s robust data 
collection, real-time monitoring, and analysis and alarming to quickly identify and 
address abnormal parameters and effectively protect against  inefficiencies and/or 
failures. To ensure the highest levels of uptime, you can rely on the solution’s 
extensive controller redundancy and network redundancy capabilities, which 
virtually eliminate the possibility of system failure, enabling continuous operations.

For maximum operational safety, 
you can rely on the solution’s unique 
drum-level control algorithms to help 
stabilize the appropriate water levels 
and fuel rates by automatically control-
ling the valves to protect against boiler 
damage or explosions.
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Reducing production costs, you can 
gain insight into optimum efficiency 
levels of critical parameters such as 
steam, pressure, and air flow to help 
you produce more energy with less fuel.  

Rapid implementation 
and ongoing savings for 
ethanol producer

By choosing GE’s advanced 
DCS solution, a sugar and 
ethanol producer simpli-
fied and reduced work 
in two areas: deploying 
core process controls and 
developing reporting for 
production tracking as well 
as asset optimization.

Results

• Significantly reduced 
   project delivery time

• Lower ongoing maintenance
   costs

• Consistent control programs
   that simplify serving process
   and event data for continuous
   improvements
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